
Credit Cards
Recover stolen credit card information 
in real-time
Business trust depends on it

Recover stolen credit card information in real-time Business trust depends on it Dig deep enough and you can 
fnd all sorts of credit card data online. This module, especially helpful for organizations in the fnancial sector, can 
dramatically reduce losses from theft and fraud of credit cards. Our unique and patented methodology retrieves 
stolen credit card data and provides necessary information to help organizations mitigate the damage.

What business benefits  
does it deliver?

1. Reduce fraud and insurance costs, including 
indirect losses to the card issuer

2. Protect your brand reputation and ensure 
you deliver a trustworthy customer 
experience

3. Protect employees and end clients from 
fraud

What does  
it do?

1. Provides real-time notifcations for stolen 
credit cards

2. Provides information around compromised 
PoS devices, the most common source of 
compromise

3. Provides automated dashboards including 
relevant, actionable trend information



Blueliv is Europe’s leading cyberthreat intelligence provider, headquartered in Barcelona, Spain. We look beyond your perimeter, 
scouring the open, deep and dark web to deliver fresh, automated and actionable threat intelligence to protect the enterprise and 
manage your digital risk. Covering the broadest range of threats  on  the  market,  a  pay-as-you-need  modular  architecture  means  
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Contact sales@blueliv.com for a demonstration.


